Democrats Aid GOP
In Over-riding Veto

Organized labor, nationally and locally, kept up the drive to defeat the Taft-Hartley bill at the last minute. The final major effort was directed to getting the Democratic Party to line up the Democratic Senate behind the veto. The president, Senator Morris, was in the lead. He said that the vote ‘will be the last whisper the Democratic Party can do for the protection of the interests of the American people against those who would destroy our democracy.'

Warning to Democrats
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, in a letter dated June 13, 1947, to Senator McCarthy, said: 'The veto of this bill is a move to protect the basic democratic rights of the American people. It is a move to ensure that the American people have a voice in the making of laws. The veto is a move to protect the American people from the forces of reaction and reactionism. It is a move to protect the American people from the forces of fascism and militarism. It is a move to protect the American people from the forces of reaction and reactionism.'

Machine gunning
William Vandegrift, a Republican, in his presentation to the Senate, said:

"If you are going to have a bill that is going to be used as a weapon to silence people, then you should be doing it in the Senate. It is not fair to have a bill that is going to be used as a weapon to silence people in the House."
UE Plans Defense Against GE Attack
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The membership must be prepared for the possibility of working without a contract within a year, Toronto said. He pointed out that this might work out better than remaining idle and losing the benefits of the provisions of the new bill to strike down an unfair union.

Reports from the locals on grievance work showed increasing trouble over GE company efforts at speed-up and at cutting piece rates by slinging charge of method. Several locals reported having lost supervisory power over such disputes.

Peterson Reports on Subcommittee
For Local 501, President Andrew Po
ter said that the local membership de
terred the company with a strike threat and drew up a contract which lasted until the company relented. He urged that every local use this threat to enforce the provisions.

The company has also announced that the negotiations on the new bill will be made with the local union in the absence of the local.